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Criteria for the selection of top three authors 

Writing a blog and presenting your creative thoughts is not an easy task. It takes a lot to firstly 

think of an idea, then write it down and then present it to the readers. The “L” Word blog has 

come up with a twist in general blog submissions. On the suggestions of our creative team, we 

have decided to pick up Top Three Articles from a round of blog submissions and as a mark of 

respect and appreciation to the authors we would be displaying the pictures and their contact 

information on our blog.   

Well, as the Editor-in-chief of this blog I can tell you that it is the most difficult task to pick up 

only top three articles from a vast pool of creative wisdom. Out of so many works, picking up 

only three blogs really, really difficult! But just to inspire the authors, the readers and the co-

bloggers we have to do this cumbersome task.  

Though we are very lenient in ignoring silly mistakes but ultimately we have to come up 

with a decision. So in order to reach a decision, we observe certain things. 

Thus, we are hereunder providing the criteria for the selection of top three authors of the month: 

Originality: 

Thomas Carlyle has rightly said, “The merit of originality is not novelty; it is sincerity.” 

Thus the first thing we are looking for in a top blog is originality. The submission should be an 

original work of the author. Any sort of copy-pasting, or copyright violations seriously affect the 

overall grading of the blog. 

Plagiarism Free: 

There should be no plagiarism of any kind in the submissions. We want you, the young authors, 

to use your creative minds to come up with a great work.  

Uniqueness & Creativity: 

The articles which are creative, which tend to go against the set rules and accepted norms gain 

much attention of the readers. Thus we want you to get more creative and come out of your 

comfort zones and submit a blog which could force everyone to give it a thought. Also, the more 

unique your idea is the more attracted we would get to it. People out there tend not to believe in 

unique ideas and reject it. But we are really! Really! fond of unique ideas. Thus uniqueness also 

adds a value to your work. 



 

 

Relevancy: 

The idea in the blog should not only be original and creative but it should also be relevant in the 

current times. Thus before choosing your topic, try to think beyond the bar and choose a recent 

contemporary topic. Just ask yourself once, “Is this topic relevant in the current times?” and 

Boom! You get your answer.  

Language and Grammar: 

Well, I understand, one of the things that we hated in the school apart from (Maths ofcourse) was 

Grammar. Ugh! How frustrating it was right. Is, did, does, have, had…ugh! So many rule. But 

believe me or not, it is this frustrating grammar that plays a very useful role in our language. 

With a proper grammar, any work can seem dull and even boring. If you ever got any of you 

research work rejected, check it out once, improper grammar can be a reason. Thus we 

recommend you to check out the grammatical arrangement of you submission before submitting 

it. Proper and correct grammar can definitely give your work an extra edge. 

Technicalities:  

We have worked really hard to create this platform. As a mark of appreciation we would be 

grateful if the author could follow our submission guidelines. And let me tell you a hidden 

secret… “The more comfort to give to a editor, the more he will recommend your submissions.” 

So, next time while writing something; try to follow the guidelines fully.  

And lastly, be yourself. It’s very easy to open up Google and copy paste an idea. But trust 

me; the ideas that incept in your minds are the greatest of them all. All you need is to believe in 

yourself and who knows your faith in your ideas can make your name shine in golden fonts in 

the books of history.  

And one more thing, the top three authors do not represent any ranks or anything! There 

is no #1 #2 #3 here. The top three are the authors who have duly taken care of the aforesaid 

directions.  

With these word, I hope to get quality work from the authors, which could really help us 

to select the top works without much difficulty.  

 

Warm and sincere regards, 

 

                                                                                                                       Paras Sharma 

                                                                                                                      (Editor-in-chief) 

 


